The root of Hickeringill's ambiguous status lies in his position as a conforming priest in the Church of England. By exploring, in precise detail, his pastoral conduct and selffashioning as a sacerdotal and ecclesiastical figure it is possible to indicate how Hickeringill's use of his sacerdos was janus-faced. His clerical persona was an instrument of order within the 7 See J. Morrill The nature of the English Revolution (Longman, 1993) 'Part One: England's Wars of Religion' pp. 31-175; the locus classicus of revolutionary inversion is still, C. Hill The World Turned Upside Down (1972) . 8 See J. Spurr The Restored Church of England (Yale, 1991) . See also, T. Harris, P. Seaward, M.A. Goldie (eds) The Politics of religion in Restoration England (1990) . 9 For an overview of the politics of the religious life of the parish see, K. Wrightson 'The politics of the parish in early modern England' in P. Griffiths, A.Fox, S. Hindle (eds) The experience of authority in early modern England (London, 1996) is not an heretick, or schismatic... that from the Apostles times hitherto hath discovered himself and opinions vulgarly in writing or print... but his heresy, fancy or frenzy may here be seen against one proposition or other,' and fully half the book is devoted to cataloguing (and copiously referencing) schisms. 17 The work was intended as an effort to buttress uniformity in alerting subscribers to the potentially heretical meaning of doubt, but intruded in this contextalthough it is not known how Hickeringill incorporated Rogers' book into his performance -its 'meaning' became ambiguous. Any lecture to the congregation from the Preface would certainly have compromised the spectacle of conformity. Rogers argued that the Church and its enemies agreed on the broad points of theology and doctrine: there was a 'unity of doctrine'.
He also sought a more reasonable understanding of the mentality of dissent exploring 'Reasons why the Brethren will subscribe to some, but not all of the Articles'. There was no law to compel subscription, and many things in the Common Prayer Book were 'not agreeable, but contrary to God's Word'.
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Significantly, Boxted parishioners were asked to recall whether Hickeringill had read the articles 'as the same are sette down,' raising the possibility that he, with Prayer Book in one hand and Rogers' heterology in the other, had harnessed the body of the text to a commentary -qualifying each article with a catalogue of variances. It was at least in his power to diminish the reception of the Articles in the parish community, and to undermine or reverse the Hickeringill was not singular in attempting to capture the sounds of orthodoxy.
Hearing the unauthorised tolling of church bells and investigating, Hickeringill came across 'divers boys' playing inside the church, including one John Maidstone, whose father was One of the intriguing aspects of Hickeringill's situation was the fluidity with which he switched roles in the parish; from the dominant role his superiors expected of him, to the trimmer, who through his own status allowed Dissenters to capture the dynamic of orthodoxy.
In May 1664 he personally presented to the visiting Archdeacon, and saw through to His ambiguous relationship with orthodoxy during Visitation was a symptom of this charge.
Remaining loyal here to the principle of uniformity -personally serving up Dissenters for prosecution -he was nevertheless at odds with its machinery, choosing to stand in contempt against the functionaries of parochial subordination. As intermediary between the clashing interests of Non-conformists and the ecclesiastical hierarchy, it was necessary for Hickeringill to display to all parties the personal authority derived from holy orders.
Evidence of the mutability of meanings ascribed to the orthodox performance of central religious practices can be seen during 1663, when, with the help of his Sexton,
Hickeringill exhumed the body of a female parishioner. He refused to re-inhume her, 'nor suffer any other ministers to bury her', but commanded the sexton to refill the empty grave.
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This macabre instance became the prompt for fierce controversy. Hickeringill had discovered a clandestine burial. There was no ecclesiastical discipline separate from civil power: church courts and clerical excommunication were 'popish' chimeras. Importantly, as we will see in his performance when indicted by Church courts, Hickeringill exposed the illegality of all independent ecclesiastical jurisdiction according to common law.
Alongside Many of these strategies of exploiting the tensions within 'orthodox' discourses of true religion and law were most manifest in Hickeringill's repeated legal confrontations with the religious establishment. From 1680, when he was approaching his fiftieth year, Hickeringill was repeatedly prosecuted in both civil and church courts. These attempts to impose compliance upon a dissident figure were prompted both by local and national concern to reinforce hierarchy and social deference in times of religious and political crisis. Local insubordination in the broader context of the national crisis of the early 1680s prompted the agencies of the established order to attempt to discipline such maverick churchmen. Attacks upon episcopal discipline was perceived as part of an assault that ultimately implicated the subordinationist ideologies of de jure divino monarchy. 46 There was then a combination of personal, institutional and political motivations for attempting to 44 The nature of the crisis of succession, popery and arbitrary power between the 1670s and late 1680s is still a matter of fierce historiographical debate: for an overview see T. enforce conformity on Hickeringill. 47 In each case, the precise grounds for prosecution were for repeated breaches of protocol rather than any specific act of dissidence suggests the importance of making compliance complete and routine. Underlying these infractions were orthodox anxieties about the impact of Hickeringill's dissident behaviour, in particular the reception of his printed attacks upon the legality of ecclesiastical jurisdiction and especially the repeated accusation that church court fees were illegal extortion. As an act of compliance, the second letter auto-destructed in the course of its composition. 73 The inclusion of the letter into the printed version of the trial compromised the public enactment of deference. Although, again, addressed correctly to Compton, Hickeringill acknowledged that he had not wished to write 'I was not readily persuaded to write to you'.
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Since Compton had not responded to the first letter he felt there was little chance of success, especially because he was unwilling to admit guilt or make a false submission of error. Even though the letter contained a veneer of deferential language ('My Lord, Your Lordship's (humble as well as) Humbled Servant, Edm: Hickeringill') it became, not a token of submission, but a bold re-statement of the grounds of his original dissidence. 75 Hickeringill said boldly that he would not pay his fine, but made counter-proposals for settlement. Willing to pay Compton's legal costs, he made the challenge of a retrial at any time or any place. 76 The rest of the 'letter' consisted of lengthy rant against the clerical ambition of contemporary 'Tantivees' whom derived their ambitions from the popishly affected Laudian tradition. In face of this 'turning' of deference into active defiance, the dominant power was impotent.
Hickeringill was able to exploit the procedures of law and discourses of Protestant conformity by deploying his own status as a clergyman.
By examining the different forms and spaces of Hickeringill's dissidence from commonplace patterns of theological orthodoxy and ecclesiastical conformity it is possible to expose the fragility of processes of routine compliance to the re-established cultural order of the 1660s. His engagement with the protocols for establishing orthodoxy (for example, the 71 Scandalum magnatum p. 53; the text of the first letter runs from pp. 53-67. 72 Ibid p. 54. 73 The text of the second letter is in Scandalum magnatum pp. 87-105. 74 Ibid pp. 88-89 records that Hickeringill was persuaded to write by the Londoner, Thomas Firmin, unitarian philanthropist and friend of John Locke. 75 It is worth noting that Hickeringill's strategy here mirrored that of the trial where his private correspondence was used as evidence. Here he used the publication of supposedly 'private' letters to expose the deviant behaviour of the bishop.
of Common Prayers, Liturgies, Doctrinal articles, translations of Scripture) were instruments, rather than products, of conformity and consensus. The national ecclesiastical institutions, intimate with cognate political and civil institutions, could articulate and construct a 'public transcript', but the meaning of that cultural and political claim to authority was made and enacted in the local context of the parish. The 'public transcript' was as much an opportunity and resource for individuals and affinities to capture and construct their own authority, as it was a dominant, powerful agency of order.
The case of Hickeringill, which could be replicated in many other comparative examples throughout the early modern period, suggests that the relationship between orthodoxy and heterodoxy, and conformity and dissidence, was much more complex than current historiographical assumptions suggest. The notion of a determined, defined 'dominant' religious culture imposed upon a subordinate laity, only challenged by the marginal and sectarian, is overly reductive. Religious authority was intimate with political power: it was made and negotiated in the series of transactions forged (amongst other spaces, sites and communities) between office and locality, text and performance, author and reader. As the example of Hickeringill indicates, clerical office was the platform for both dissent and the fabrication of order and compliance, both in the parish and in the public sphere. The relationship between an established order and cultural subversion was much more permeable and fluid that Scott's analysis suggests. The contested projection of a dominant religious culture was one part of a complex set of manoeuvres that distinct and competing interests articulated in ideological and sociological discourses. 'Orthodoxy' was as much made as 'heterodoxy'. 81 The ways of making such discourses authoritative was through the routinisation of (amongst many practices) ceremonial, economic, domestic and theological performances.
At each performance was the opportunity for subversion, appropriation, contestation as well as compliance and domination. The political culture of early modern England was premised upon a sociological separation between 'power' and 'authority': the dynamic role of 'religion' (and its performance) made the connections between the representation of power and its enactment frequently fragile and often fractured.
